Revel is a digital platform which provides an integrated, flexible learning experience, designed to engage and motivate students. Students read and practise in one place, with interactive content and assessments allowing them to explore and apply concepts, encouraging active learning.

Revel was originally developed by psychology lecturers for psychology students, which means these resources answer many of the teaching and learning needs specific to psychology.

“I was pleasantly surprised by the extent I could sit back and let the group discuss the question among themselves. Normally they wouldn’t have reached the stage of reading academic work before a seminar.”

Educator, Swansea University
Encourage active reading

Interactive exercises
Exercises like drag and drop, fill-in-the-blanks and matching are embedded within the text allowing students to check their understanding as they go.

Animations
Difficult scientific or abstract concepts are broken down into manageable chunks through animations built into the text.

Videos
Relevant videos are integrated throughout to engage students. They also include full transcripts, making them flexible and more accessible for everyone.
Help students apply theory

Writing assignments

Students’ written responses are shared with their lecturer and peers, who can add comments. This helps students articulate, discuss and defend their arguments, as they build critical thinking skills.

MyVirtuals

Set within a modern design and functionality, our MyVirtuals give students the virtual experience of raising a child or making a lifetime of choices. These simulations help students apply developmental principles through realistic scenarios. Both are included within Revel® Child Development and Lifespan Development.

Explore at go.pearson.com/uk/revelpsychology
Revel helps lecturers and students

We asked the students at the University of Stirling using *Revel for Biopsychology* by Pinel what they thought:

87% agreed or strongly agreed that Revel helped them improve their understanding of Biological Psychology.

82% agreed or strongly agreed that they valued the regular assessment and instant feedback Revel provided.

74% agreed or strongly agreed that Revel was more engaging than any of the other resources they had used on their degree so far.

Read the full study at go.pearson.com/uk/revelpsychology

Psychology titles available through Revel

- **Social Psychology 9/E**
  Hogg & Vaughan
- **Physiology of Behaviour 13/E**
  Carlson
- **Development Across the Lifespan 9/E**
  Feldman
- **Biopsychology 11/E**
  Pinel
- **Discovering the Lifespan 5/E**
  Feldman
- **Sociology Psychology 10/E**
  Aronson

Get started with Revel

Our team can help you discover all that Revel has to offer you and your students. When you choose to use Revel, Pearson’s Expert Support team will help you get started and provide advice as you use the platform throughout your course.

Get in touch at go.pearson.com/uk/revelpsychology